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Are Muslims our neighbors? For expanding numbers of Western Christians, the reply to that
question is yes.The crescent, a symbol of the Islamic religion famous in the course of the world,
is gaining prominence within the West. As a result, we are facing an ongoing collision of
Western and Islamic worldviews.We have all witnessed the violence and suspicion which can
signify those collisions. yet what's the means of the cross? How will we Christians greet our
acquaintances with the affection and considerate engagement that displays the nature of Christ
and the reality of the gospel?Out of years of expertise in operating with scholars in Egypt,
Lebanon and Cyprus, Colin Chapman offers a necessary evaluation of daily Islamic religion and
practice. He conscientiously outlines the cultural and doctrinal assembly issues and issues of
departure among Islam and Christianity. And he lays the foundation for us to like Muslims as we
adore ourselves.
this can be the 1st e-book approximately Islam from a Christian viewpoint that i've got read, so i
haven't got whatever to match it to. I preferred Chapman's irenic tone above all. i discovered it a
certainly Christian replacement to the entire "West vs. East" tradition struggle rhetoric that has
been flying around, specially in the final 10 years. he's measured in his recommendations, and
takes pains to permit Muslims to explain what they think of their personal words. That said, he
does not gloss over the diversities among Christianity and Islam. the various fees are longer
than necessary, and he repeats himself extra frequently than necessary. except these quibbles,
i would suggest this e-book to a Christian trying to reply to Islam in a distinctively Christian way.
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